We study weak containment relations between unitary representations of a locally compact group G and closed subgroups H. We prove that certain weak Frobenius properties and compactness conditions are equivalent. Moreover, for amenable G having small invariant neighborhoods at e weak Frobenius reciprocity (FP) defined by Fell holds for the pair (G,H) if every element of H has relatively compact conjugacy class in G.
Introduction, In [4] , Fell considers the following weak version of the Frobenius reciprocity property (FP): for every closed subgroup H of a locally compact group G and π e G, ψ e H π is weakly contained in G 
TJ^, the unitary representation of G induced by ψ, if and only if ψ is weakly contained in the restriction π\H of π to H.
Compact groups have property FP by the classical reciprocity theorem; Fell has shown that abelian groups satisfy FP.
In § 2 we deal with a weaker property (RFP): reciprocity above holds for every ψeH and the trivial one dimensional representation I G of G (not necessarily for arbitrary πeG).
Property RFP is inherited by closed subgroups, we do not know whether this is true for FP. However, we have shown in [8] that for discrete groups G properties FP and RFP are equivalent with G to have only finite conjugacy classes. To get analogous results in the nondiscrete case we look at the normal subgroup G F of G, the union of all relatively compact conjugacy classes in G. G F is open if and only if there is a compact neighborhood of e e G, invariant under the action of G by inner automorphisms (Ge [IN] ; see [15] , for a proof). It turns out for the class of IN-groups RFP to be a compactness condition. THEOREM 
A. For a locally compact group the following conditions are equivalent
(1)
Ge[IN]Π[RFP] (2) G = G F .

Also for Lie groups G e [RFP]
G F is open as it will be shown in [3] . Thus it follows from Theorem A, that for Lie groups or connected groups GeRFP is equivalent with G to have only relatively compact conjugacy classes (G 6 [FC] 
~).
If G is an IN-group there is a compact normal subgroup K of 387 G such that G/K has small invariant neighborhoods at e (Ge [SIN] ). The results in [8] I* Preliminaries* The following notations will be used throughout the paper: C*(G) -C*-algebra of the locally compact group G <,> = canonical bilinear from on L°°(G) x L\G) χf(y) = ftxy) an( * f x {y) = f(yx) for a function f on G f τ (y) -f{τ~\y)) for an automorphism τ of G supp/ = support of / CQO(X) = continuous functions on the locally compact space X having compact support supp μ -support of the measure μ (x) = subgroup generated by xeG C(x) = centralizer of x [G: H] -index of the subgroup H g\Y = restriction of a mapping g to Y exC = set of extreme points of the convex set C.
Representation always means continuous unitary representation on a Hubert space. G denotes the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G. If π is a representation of G, kerπ denotes the kernel of π, considered as a representation of C*(G). If S, T are sets of representations, we write S < T if S is weakly con-tained in T. By [2, § 18] , S < T if and only if Γ[ πes ker π 2 ΓUΓ ker π.
Let P{G) be the set of all continuous positive definite functions on G, P(G) £ L°°(G) endowed with the weak *-topology. On P\G) = {φeP(G);φ(e) = 1} this equals the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in G, sometimes called Pontryagin topology. Every φ 6 P(G) defines a representation π φ of G on a Hubert space $Q φ with cyclic vector £ 9 such that
for all a? e G.
The positive functional on C*(G) corresponding to ψ e P(G) is also denoted by φ, M ψ == {αeC*(G); <p(α*α) = 0} is a left ideal in C* (G) . Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G; we set f x (n) = /(α ^α;" 1 ) for a function f on N and a eG. The extension to C*(N) of the mapping /->/* of C 00 (N) will be written as α-*αΛ An ideal Λf in C*(N) is called G-stable if α e ikf implies a x eM for all u eG. For a closed subgroup iϊ of G we set P(N, H) = {φeP(iV); 9* = ^ for all xeH] and P^iSΓ, fί) -P(N, H) Π PW). P^JV, iϊ) = {ζP 6 P(ΛΓ, iϊ); (β) ^ 1} is convex and compact, E(N, H) denotes the set of all nonzero extreme points of P^N, H). We write E(N) instead of E (N, N) .
Let [4] and by the theorem on inducing in stages (see [18] , for instance)
Since Proof. Clearly {π^ iel} < π μ . Let aef\ ieI kerπ, and feC 00 (G) be given. As
tends to zero and
The left regular representation of G is denoted by X G9 or simply λ. The crucial step exploring which groups may have RFP is the following PROPOSITION 
Let N be an open normal subgroup of G and let x be an element of G, not in G F . Then λ < U r for every character 7 of (x} if one of the following conditions is satisfied (1) x has order p, p prime number (2) xNe(G/N) F has infinite order and (x) Γ)G F -{e}.
Proof. In both cases <#> is discrete and (x) Γ\G F -{e}. Let 7 be any character of (x) and let {/,; iel} be a usual approximative identity for C Q0 (G) in the inductive limit topology.
Since N is open we may suppose supp/, £ N for iel.
By Lemma 2.2, since λ is the representation corresponding to the positive definite measure /->/(β), feC Q0 (G), λ is weakly contained in the set of cyclic representations %i defined by λ and f i9 iel.
By [2, 18.1.4] , it is sufficient to show that for every iel the function defined by λ and f t can be approximated uniformly on compact sets by positive definite functions associated with U r . Therefore let /eC 00 (G) with iΓ= supp/£iV be fixed and let C be a compact set in G. For ceC, seζx}, zeG define g(s, c, z) Φθ z~ιsz must be in the set K~xcK. Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the group H = C(x n )/(x n ) has RFP and x(x n ) e H F follows from the last corollary. Let B be compact such that
If yxy-' = kx nm{y \ JceK, m{y)eZ, it follows
as y 6 C(#*) .
Thus αf~Λ^ belongs to the finite set K n Π <^%>. Therefore there is a finite set MQ Z such that
which proves the lemma.
If V is a normal vector group in G and xeG F xvx^v 1 is a compact element of V for every veF so that F£C(#) [7, (3.4) If the closed subgroup generated by x is compact, x n is compact in G F and by [7, Thm. 3.11] x n generates a compact normal subgroup K of G. As xiΓ has finite order x e G F , therefore V Q C(x). If 
JH
But then ||^(fc)t(Γ)fr -Ψ(T)ξ r \\ 2 = 0 thus
for all se iϊ. Since ψ» is irreducible and ψ(T)ζ r Φ 0 1 f or all k e iϊ n K . [18, Thm. 4.4] (G) . Then one shows as in [11] that [f o ] φ is a cyclic vector for π φ (the lemma used in [11] 3* Topological Frobenius properties for SIN-groups* Let H be a closed subgroup of a SIN-group G and ψ be a unitary representation of H. It has been shown in [9] that the restriction to H of O U^ contains ψ as a subrepresentation therefore THEOREM 
If Haar measures on G/K and
SIN-groups have property WF2 (defined by Fell in [4]: for every closed subgroup H and ψ e H ψ < G U^ \ H).
Representations corresponding to positive definite measures of metric groups are known to be cyclic. What we shall need is the following fact. PROPOSITION 
Let Ge[SIN] be first countable. If yeP\H) is indecomposable then there exists an extension φ e P(G) of 7 such that π φ is weakly equivalent to
Proof. As G e [SIN] there is an approximate identity for C 00 (G) in the inductive limit topology consisting of class functions (see [7] or [9] ). Moreover, we can choose f t e C 00 (G) and r< > 0 such that supports Si of ff *f t are contained in a compact set K and g n = Σ?=i r if* *fi converges uniformly on K to a class function / e C 00 (G) . Since f t is a class function for xeG
r ((Λ* */«).-i).
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We define then 9> is continuous as x-*f x -i is continuous and μ r is a Radon measure. Furthermore, φ is positive definite as
By Lemma [7, Thm. (0.1) ] and we define as in [17] : f H (n) = I f τ (n)dτ where dτ is the normalized Haar measure on B. If p 6 P(Λ0 ^ 6 P(^, £Γ) and p-> p H is a continuous affine mapping from P X (N) onto P x (iSΓ, iϊ) [17, 1.9] .
combining this with (2.3) we get for φ e P(G)
If φ e P X (G) is associated with π 6 G, (φ\ N) G e 2£(N, G) by Lemma 1 in [13] . Conversely, if a e E(N, G) we can find an indecomposable function peP\N) satisfying pP = a. By [9, Satz 2] there exists an extension φ e ex P'(G) of p, thus (<ρ | N) σ = α. The mapping φ -> (9 I iSΓ)^, φ e ex P λ (G), is continuous and α -> Λf α defines a homeomorphism of E(N f G) onto G -Max C*(N) the set of all maximal modular G-stable ideals of C*(N) endowed with hull-kernel topology [17, Proposition 4.8] . Therefore PROPOSITION 
π -> ker (π \ N) defines a continuous map from G onto G-MaxC*(iV).
REMARK 3.4. If N is open we can consider C*(N) as a subalgebra of C*(G) thus ker (π \ N) = ker π Π C*(iSΓ). In this case the map π -> ker (TΓ | iV) has been studied in [13] and has some more properties stated in [13, Thm. 1] .
Let H be a closed subgroup of G and p e E(N, H) . Since P X {N) is compact, convex there exists φ 6 ex P^AΓ) satisfying <p H = ^. By changing order of integration, for neN [17, 5.1] .
In the following lemma we summarize such functorial properties and further known facts concerning E(N f H) used in this paper. LEMMA 3.5 . Let H be a closed subgroup of Ge [SIN] and let N be a closed normal subgroup of G contained in G F .
( [9, Lemma 1.3 and Satz Let N be contained in H. Then it is well known that for given β 6 P\N, H) there exists a unique normalized positive Radon measure μ on PiίN, H) such that μ has resultant β, i.e., <A /> = ( <% />^ (7) for all / 6 L\N) , and suppμ £ exP^N, H) holds [20, Satz 1; 17, 2.2] . It N = H the unique measure μ is denoted by μ β . For arbitrary subgroups H of G maximal measures on P^N, H) (with respect to Choquet ordering) having resultant β don't need to be unique. Proof. By [7, Thm. 2.11; 16, Lemma 4.3] any SIN-group G is a protective limit of Lie groups G/K jf j e J, K § compact normal. In particular, every G/K 3 is first countable. By Proposition 2.3 in [16] , there exists j e J such that π(K ά ) = {/}. Since KjH/Kj is contained in (G/Kj) F , by Proposition 2.8 we may assume G to be first countable. Now let ψ = 7r r , 7eP 1 (iϊ), and let φeP\G) be an extension of 7 such that π ψ is weakly equivalent to U* (such a function φ exists by Proposition 3.2). Then
1) φ-^φ\H maps E(G f H) onto E(H)
and there exists aeE(G F ,G) such that ker π a -ker π \ G F (see Remark 3.4) . Next, take some maximal measure v on P λ (G F As in the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [15] one shows: there exists a net {<oj £ P^Gjr) and r t ^ 0, iel, with such that p is the weak *-limit of {ft}. Since ||ft||= A (β)^l and lim inf || ft ]| ^ || ^ || = ^(e) = 1 we may assume ft(e) = 1. Then p = lim ft uniformly on compact sets in G thus p\ΈL -lim ft | iϊ. Since 7 is indecomposable and φ\H =Ί,rfi ~ p^He P(H), iel, implies ft | H = 7 therefore /)) if = 7. Then ψ = π r is a subrepresentation of 7Γ^ | £Γ and by (3.2) 
(supp v) Q R(F(G, H)) Q E{H)
by Lemma 3.5. By the proof of Lemma 2.9 in [9] β{x) = I ρ(x)dv(p) for x e G thus Proof. Let v t be a maximal measure on P X (N, H) with r(v λ ) = a, then {a} = (supp v^) G by Lemma 3.6, therefore 0 g supp v L . By Lemma 3.8 0 g supp μ a]π and again by Lemma 3.6 0 g supp v.
REMARK. The same holds if a is the resultant of a probability measure μ on P^N, G) with suppμ Q E(N, G) .
G. Schlichting has pointed out to me the following corollary. 3.11. Let G e [SIN] and N £ G> be a discrete normal subgroup of G. Since every element in N/Z(N) has finite order, Z(N) the center of N, every finite set in N/Z(N) generates a finite subgroup [19, Thm. 4 (3.3) and [6] π < G U πlG * < G Ό π « < G U a < G U* .
Therefore let Y be a compact subset of G F . By [22] See the footnote to the proof of Theorem 2.7.
